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Mobile stand
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Height regulation mechanism
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Whiteboard adaptor
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Choice of arm models
for ultrashort-throw projectors
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Universal arm for short-throw projectors
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Shelf for mobile stand

a

Choice of Oliboard whiteboards
and video-projectors
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CONFIGURATIONS
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Wall mount version:
2 + 3 + 4 or 5 + a
Mobile stand version:
1 + 6 + 2 + 3 + 4 or 5 + a

1

DIMENSIONS (OLIBOARD 78S/78D WITH A CHOICE OF VIDEO-PROJECTORS)

106 cm (EPSON EB460)
165 cm (SANYO*)

174 cm

174 cm

202÷249 cm
(EPSON EB460)
164÷211
cm

220÷267 cm
(SANYO*)

65 cm

165 cm

*Short-throw Sanyo projector models
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OLIBOARDUP&DOWN

height-adjustable interactive whiteboard

OLIBOARDUP&DOWN
The Oliboard Up&Down is an interactive whiteboard with a height-regulation device,
so that people can easily reach any point at the top or bottom of the board, however
short or tall they are.
With the Oliboard Up&Down, even primary school children and wheelchair users
can work on most of the board.
The Oliboard Up&Down can be mounted on the wall or on a mobile stand,
and can be used with all whiteboards and video-projectors in the Olivetti catalogue.
In any environment, at school or in the office, the Oliboard Up&Down pays for itself
straightaway by amplifying the educational potential of any whiteboard.
	the best ergonomic position for everybody

The interactive whiteboard is a powerful aid
for school classrooms and corporate presentations,
because of the way it enhances people’s
involvement in lessons or work teams.
The benefits of involvement are optimised when
everyone is able to use the whiteboard, without
physical constraints limiting their active participation.
Since teachers and students are not all the same
height, a board in a fixed position cannot be used
by everyone.
With the Oliboard Up&Down, every individual
can find the best ergonomic position, thanks
to about 47 cm of continuous regulation and
the system’s immediacy of use, which makes
it a natural, intuitive tool without people’s attention
being interrupted by adjustments to the whiteboard.
• SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE REGULATION, WITH
COMPLETE STABILITY.
• 47 CM OF REGULATION FOR ALL REQUIREMENTS;
OPTIMAL ACCESSIBILITY FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL
CHILDREN AND WHEELCHAIR USERS.
• VERSION ON MOBILE STAND CAN ALSO
BE MOVED FROM ROOM TO ROOM;
WHEELS WITH MANUAL BLOCK.

EASY IMMEDIATE REGULATION
The board is regulated manually, without any effort,
simply by pushing it up or down, and remains steady
once in the desired position.
Regulation is simultaneous for both the board
and the video-projector, so that no adjustment
between the two devices is needed.
The system also reduces the shadow effect for taller
people, who can set the board in a position where
they are outside the projector beam.
Regulation is silent and immediate: since it uses
a mechanical balancing system without motors,
electricity or buttons to press, no noise or wait-time
interrupts the lesson or presentation.
MOBILE STAND VERSION
The mobile stand means the Oliboard Up&Down
can be used in places where fixed installations are not
possible and easily moved from one room to another.
The stand is a robust structure ensuring exceptional
stability, with no annoying vibrations from
the video-projector during use.
An optional shelf is available to hold the computer,
the audio speakers and other material.
The mobile stand can go through doors without having
to be dismantled, since the projector arm can
be lowered and rotated through 90°.

• SOLID, RELIABLE FRAME,
NO MOTOR OR ELECTRIC PARTS.

OliboardUp&Down:
quick and silent regulation

